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Abstract
We discuss contract theory from a combined Austrian/new institutional
view.  In the latter view, the world is seen as shot through with ignorance
and transaction costs, but, as a tendency, entrepreneurial activity responds
to the problems caused by these.  All modeling must critically reflect this.
This ontological commitment is contrasted to various isolations
characteristic of contract theory, specifically the modeling strategy of
introducing often ad hoc and unexplained constraints that suppress
margins and possibilities of entrepreneurial actions that would be open to
real-world decision-makers.  We illustrate this by means of, for example,
the treatment of asymmetric information under complete contracting and
the notion of control rights under incomplete contracting.
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1Introduction
In this paper, we shall develop a critique of the increasingly important body of
modern economics that is commonly referred to as “contract theory,”1 and which
encompasses “complete contract theory” (alias principal-agent theory) and
“incomplete contract theory” (alias “the new property rights theory”).  In the eyes of
the profession at large, this field arguably is where the pioneer research in economic
organization takes place.  In some dimensions, contract theory is related to
transaction cost economics (Williamson 1996), the nexus of contract approach
(Alchian and Demsetz 1972), and other branches of new institutional economics.
For example, there is a shared focus on various types of contracting problems,
stemming from misaligned incentives, as the causes of different types of economic
organization. Indeed, the initial motivation of one the classic contributions of
contract theory, Grossman and Hart (1986), appears to have been to cast the
essential insights of Williamson (1985) in more mainstream terms, and the
incomplete contracts approach that they founded is often seen as a formalization of
“… the intuitions of transaction cost economics, as created by Coase and
Williamson” (Salanié 1997).  However, as we shall point out, contract economics is
in a number dimensions at variance with new institutional economics.2
In order to identify points of disagreement, we shall make use of the
metatheoretical framework on the role of “theoretical isolation” that has been
developed by Uskali Mäki in a string of publications (e.g., 1992, 1994, 1994) and
applied to specific debates by Mäki (1999) himself and by Kyläheiko (1998).
“Isolation” broadly refers to which item are included or excluded in the attempt to
comprehend economic reality.  Mäki argues that isolation plays an important role in
the dynamics of dispute and the progress of economics.  Specifically, much of those
dynamics revolves around charges that a given theory isolates too little, too much,
                                                 
1 Hart and Holmström (1987) and Salanié (1996) are excellent overviews of the field.
2 See also Brousseau and Fares (1998) for a splendid paper that makes much the same point,
though not from a methodological point of view.
2or wrongly.  Certainly, the critique of contract economics that we develop in this
paper is based on an argument that contract theory isolates too much and
sometimes wrongly.  In contrast to Mäki, we shall therefore apply ideas on isolation
normatively.  Thus, like most economists, we do think there are proper and improper
¾ or, to put in weaker terms, less problematic and more problematic ¾ isolations in
economic theorizing.  However, we also recognize that justifiably criticizing the
isolations of a given theory is a very thorny epistemological issue.
In order to find some criteria for criticizing contract theory for the isolations it
adopt, and to help identifying these isolations as well, we rely in particular on
insights from two perspectives that have both been argued3 to be parts of new
institutional economics. These are the (Austrian) entrepreneurial discovery perspective
advanced by, in particular, Israel Kirzner (1973, 1997), and the property rights
perspective associated with, for example, Ronald Coase (1988), Armen Alchian
(1965), Harold Demsetz (1964, 1967), Stephen Cheung (1969a&b, 1983), and Yoram
Barzel (1997).  To repeat, we rely on these perspectives because they are particular
helpful for identifying those isolations used in contract theory that we consider
particularly problematic.4
We shall argue that the basic problem with contract theory is that in some
respects it goes too far with respect to what agents know and can do, while other
respects it does not go sufficiently far.  To put it less mysteriously, contract theorists
adopt an “on-off” approach to theoretical isolation in which, for example, agents are
either fully informed about some variable or not informed at all, property rights are
either perfectly enforced or not enforced at all, actions are either fully verifiable or
not verifiable at all, etc.   Thus, as a matter of modeling convention extreme values
are chosen for many variables, because some (usually unspecified) information
and/or transaction costs are arbitrarily supposed to be prohibitive.    We shall argue
                                                 
3 Although in a rather inclusive reading (Langlois 1986).
4 However, other perspectives and insights could also inform such a critique; see, for example,
Peltzman’s (1991) critique of new industrial organization theory from the position of the
Chicago applied price theory tradition or Kreps’ (1996) critique of contract theory from the
perspective of behavioral game theory.
3that this isolation strategy has the effect that a number of margins that would be
relevant to real-world decision-makers are suppressed, and agents are not allowed to
exercise entrepreneurship to somehow circumvent the interaction problems caused by
the suppression of margins.
Setting aside for the moment any possible defences of the modeling strategy of
contract theorists, there are two sets of critical reactions to these isolations, both
turning on the issues of suppressing margins and entrepreneurship.  One reaction is
to criticize contract theory on the ground that it illegitimately abstracts from
supposed essential features of the social world, such as the inherent propensity of
agents to discover new opportunities for gain (e.g. Kirzner 1973) or the generality of
bounded rationality (Furubotn and Richter 1997; Brousseau and Fares 1998).  This
may be called an “ontological critique”, since it concerns basic assumptions about
human powers.  Although we shall present such an argument, we realize that it
may be too “metaphysical” and too much of a conversation-stopper to have much
“bite.”  We therefore also argue that taking seriously the inherent propensity of
agents to discover new opportunities for gain is likely to substantially change some
important conclusions derived from contract theory models.  In other words, this is
a reaction that relates to the robustness of these models.  Thus, we discuss and
invoke both ontological and more pragmatic criteria for criticizing the isolations of
suppressing margins and entrepreneurship.
The design of the paper is the following.  We begin by briefly discussing what
we take to be a shared view of the essence of the economy, and an ontological
commitment shared by Austrians and new institutionalist economists.  The shared
view is that although the economy is shot through with ignorance and transaction
costs, agents will nevertheless as a tendency evolve institutional means to cope with
these problems. Thus, ignorance, transaction costs, bounded rationality, and
learning constitute the essence of the economic problem.  The ontological
commitment is that these essential features should be prominently featured in
modeling (“Ontological Commitments in Economic Modeling”).   We contrast this view
with the modeling strategy - characteristic of not only contract theory but of much
4of modern formal economics - of arbitrarily introducing constraints that suppress
the margins over which agents may optimize (“Suppressing Entrepreneurship and
Margins: Examples and Clarification”), a procedure that is typical of so-called “no-fat
MIT style theory” (“Theoretical Isolation, MIT Style Modeling and Its Problems”).
Modern contract theory is an important instance of this modeling strategy
(“Contract Theory”).  As a general matter, the coordination problem is here narrowed
to only concern the alignment of incentives in extremely stylized non-cooperative
game theory settings.  In these settings, many of the margins that would be relevant
to real-world decision-makers are suppressed, and agents are not allowed to evolve
alternative institutional solutions that can cope with the problems caused by these
suppressed margins.  We illustrate this by means of the treatment of asymmetric
information under complete contracting and the notion of control rights under
incompete contracting (“Suppressing Margins and Entrepreneurship in Contract
Theory”).
Ontological Commitments in Economic Modeling
In the view of Frank Knight (1921) — the founder of the theory of the firm — firm
organization, profit, and the entrepreneur are closely related phenomena. As he saw
it, they arise as, respectively, an embodiment, a result and a cause of commercial
experimentation ¾ a view that he explicitly founded on an ontological view of the
world as essentially open-ended and non-deterministic (1921: chapter 7).  Few
economists have followed Knight in linking together the firm, profit, and
entrepreneurship (not to mention his philosophical starting points).5 Thus,
entrepreneurship is not stressed in the modern economics of organization in
general, and certainly not in contract theory. As we see it, this difference reflects
different ontological commitments.
                                                 
5  Important exceptions are Barzel (1987), Baumol (1993), Casson (1997), and Gifford (1999).
5Consider the basic view of the economy adopted by both Austrian (Mises 1949;
Hayek 1937; Kirzner 1973) and new institutionalist (Coase 1988; Furubotn and
Richter 1998; Williamson 1998) writers. They stress that the economy is at any
moment characterized by substantial ignorance and shot through with transaction
costs, but that entrepreneurial activity, prompted by the lure of profit, is continuosly
closing pockets of ignorance in the market, devising ways of overcoming
transaction difficulties and reducing the bounds on rationality.6  A formal contract
theorist may certainly also accept such an ontology.  The difference rather lies in the
sort of commitments with respect to how economic modeling should be carried out
that is believed to flow from such an ontology, that is, which constraints ontology
places on isolation.  On this issue, many positions are possible, and the history of
economics witness many different ontological commitments (see also Foss 1994).
Different extremes are defined by Shackle (1972), who came close to denying the
possibility of virtually any modeling for the reason that such modeling would
inherently misrepresent the nature of human choice, and Debreu (1959: x), who
from a mathematical formalist point of view stressed that his theory be “… logically
entirely disconnected from its interpretations.” Much of the long debate on the
realistic’ness of assumptions also reflects different ontological commitments.
Most economists steer a course between these extremes: They stress both the
need for (formal) modeling, and the need for their theories and models to possess
some sort of truth correspondence to economic reality.  However, many possibilities
of disagreement still exist, and many debates that go beyond checking the logical
consistency of a given model often relate to how much of the contact to reality that
is sacrificed by the choice of a given set of isolations. However, criteria for putting
forward justified critique of the isolations of a given theory or model do not often
appear to be explicitly stated by debating contemporary economists. What are
permissible and not permissible isolations are arguably partly dictated by schools of
                                                 
6 For example, Williamson (1998) now defends his basic notion that economic organization
mostly reflects efficiency considerations by pointing to the alertness of businessmen (rather than
to the selection argument that he has on earlier occasions invoked).  Hence, his (1998: 18)
quotation of the businessman Rudolf Spreckels: “Whenever I see something badly done, or not
done at all, I see an opportunity to make a fortune.”
6thought (Mäki 1992), presumably often in a tacit manner.  They are part of the
“positive heuristic” of a research tradition.  Of course, this doesn’t immunize them
from critique.  Moreover, one may still argue that it is in fact possible to find (non-
trivial) criteria of what are good and what are bad isolations that are independent of
one’s adherence to a certain research tradition.
The issue of how abstract theorizing should be used to be more centrally
placed in economic discourse than it perhaps is these days.  As Oskar Morgenstern
(1964; quoted in Furubotn and Richter 1997: 444) argued isolations are necessary in
all theorizing, but he added that ”…[r]adical simplifications are allowable in science
so long as they do not go against the essence of the given problem”.  Thus, a given
isolation should be considered ”… faulty if it bypasses a fundamental feature of
economic reality”.  Even accepting Morgenstern’s criteria that isolations shouldn’t
discard the ”essence of the given problem” and ”a fundamental feature of economic
reality” leaves a wide margin of choice, for disagreements may certainly exist with
respect to what are the true ”essences” or ”fundamental features.” For example,
Coase’s (1988) famous criticism  of “blackboard economics” is founded on the
position that “[r]ealism in assumptions forces us to analyze the world that exists,
not some imaginary world that does not” (Coase 1981: 18) ¾ a statement that surely
is open to a great deal of interpretation (see Mäki 1998).  Moreover, we may be back
to the problem that what is deemed essential, etc. depends on a given research
tradition.
The least one can do in this situation is to make explicit one’s conception of
what is essential and fundamental features that economic modeling shouldn’t
bypass.  We here adopt what we earlier in this section characterized as a shared
Austrian and new institutionalist ontology.  Moreover, like Austrian and new
institutionalist writers we believe that this ontology places certain constraints on
economic modeling that are typically more restrictive than the constraints imposed
by modeling by, for example, a practicioner of modern contract theory.  Thus, there
are certain things that economic modelers should not do.
7A possible starting point lies in Coase’s and various Austrians’ (Hayek 1948;
Mises 1949) insistence that the analysis of “imaginary worlds”can have only a very
limited role, an insistence that appears to be followed by practicising new
institutionalists and Austrians (e.g., Demsetz 1969; Williamson 1996; Furubotn and
Richter 1997; Kirzner 1973)   Extreme models and arguments (e.g., competitive
equilibrium, the Coase theorem) do have a role, but this role is restricted to that of
an argumentum a contrario, that is, they show the conditions that must obtain, for
example, for money not to exist, for the law to have no allocative consequences, etc.
(Mises 1949; Coase 1988).  In itself, this may imply that new institutionalist
economists tend to impose a stronger ontological commitment on themselves than
formal economists do.  A very clear instance of this is Furubotn and Richter’s (1997:
446) claim that once the ideas of bounded rationality and transaction costs are
accepted, one must recognize that
… [t]ransaction costs must appear everywhere in the system because of the
nature of the individuals making decisions … Thus, once we reject the
notion of the omniscient decision maker who is “completely rational,” the
economic model undergoes a basic transformation.
Thus, according to Furubotn and Richter, one cannot have agents that are only
boundedly rational some of the time or with respect to only a few variables or
parameters, because the ”nature of the individuals making decisions” is such that
agents are always ¾  albeit admittedly to a varying extent ¾ boundedly rational,
and economic theorizing should reflect this.  Another implication of Furubotn and
Richter’s statement is that assuming that some agents are boundedly rational while
others aren’t will in general be illegitimate.7
This argument is ia sense, a call for symmetry with respect to what is assumed
about agents and the consequences (i.e., transaction costs) of this.   In a wider sense,
it is a warning against the widespread procedure in modern economics of arbitrarily
assuming that certain margins are completely closed to agents (i.e., invoking
                                                 
7 This assumption is sometimes encountered in contract theory, where the judge is supposed to
be boundedly rational while transacting agents aren’t (Hart 1990).
8asymmetry).  Just as agents are not omniscient, they are not completely stupid
either.   Thus, should one be careful with assumptions that, for example, an agent is
completely ignorant with respect to a certain variable, because margins are seldom
completely closed.
This boils down to our first new institutionalist/Austrian criterion for proper
isolation in economics: In economic modeling, one should as a minimum give strong
reasons for closing certain margins that may be open to real world decision makers in
comparable situations.
It is pertinent here to also consider an instance of Austrian economics, namely
the entrepreneurial discovery perspective developed by Kirzner (1973, 1997). In
Kirzner’s view, the entrepreneur is an agent who by exercising alertness “… grasps
the opportunities for pure entrepreneurial profit created by temporary absence of
full adjustment” (1997: 69). According to Kirzner (1973), the alert entrepreneur
should be contrasted with the Robbinsian maximizer of conventional neoclassical
economics who acts in a mechanical fashion within a given means-ends structure.
In contrast, the entrepreneur sets up new means-ends structures.  However,
according to Kirzner, this ability to discover and grasp hitherto unnoticed
opportunities for profit is not limited to people with special cognitive qualities; it is
a quite general aspect of human action. Thus, people in fact have a tendency to
discover those margins on which they can optimize.8  Now, what does this imply
for economic modeling?
It is tempting to interpret Kirzner’s theory of entrepreneurship as a denial of
the very possibility of economic modeling, except, perhaps, of the most abstract
kind (á la Misesian praxeology).  All formal modeling imposes some constraints at
some level in the model; otherwise, modeling is pointless. Kirzner’s theory,
however, may be taken to imply that we cannot be sure that any constraint that we
have put into our model will not be contested by some alert entrepreneur, as it
were.  If all of economics should reflect the entrepreneurial quality of alertness, but
                                                 
8 It should be noted that Kirzner is generally careful to point out that this tendency is by no
means automatic or perfect.
9it is impossible to (formally) model entrepreneurship, then formal modeling would
appear to be excluded in economics.
However, another - and, we believe, more correct - interpretation is possible.
More specifically, we read Kirzner’s story as a methodological imperative that
instructs the modelling economist to be alert to the possibility that the type and
severity of the constraints he introduces in his modeling exercises may be utterly
implausible in the face of the general quality of entrepreneurial alertness.  It is a
warning that the predictions of a model may not be borne out in reality because of
entrepreneurial processes of discovery that take account of facts that were not
known to the modeler. Thus, to use a pertinent example, a contract theorist
shouldn’t dogmatically insist there is one and only one solution, namely vertical
integration, to bilateral trading relations involving specific and complementary
assets (cf. Hart 1995), since real world alert agents/entrepreneurs may come up
with contractual solutions that are as, or more, efficient than vertical integration.
This relates to the application and interpretation of economic models.  One may go
further and interpret the entrepreneurial discovery perspective as an instruction
that in constructing his economic model, the modeler should ask whether a certain
constraint of the model is a plausible constraint on behavior, considering that
alertness is a quite general aspect of human action.9
This boils down to our second new institutionalist/Austrian criterion for
proper isolation in economics: In economic theorizing, one should not suppress
entrepreneurship.
In order to make more concrete what we take to be distinctive new
institutionalist and Austrian perspectives on what constitute (il)legimitate isolation
in economics, it may be helpful to provide a few examples of disputes that revolved
around isolation and in which Austrian and new institutionalist economists were
involved.
                                                 
9 Striking a hermeneutic chord, one may argue that the economist must put himself “in the shoes”
of the agents he models (O’Driscoll and Rizzo 1985; Koppl and Langlois 1991).
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Suppressing Margins and Entrepreneurship:
Examples and Clarification
The perhaps best known example of the isolation procedures of suppressing
margins and entrepreneurship is Keynesianism of the Hicks-Hansen-Modigliani
type (what was once referred to as ”the neoclassical synthesis”).  This type of
macroeconomic modeling was designed to produce Keynesian results by
introducing the spanner in the works of an otherwise perfect ”classical” model of
assuming that money wages were rigid in the downwards direction (Leijonhufvud
1968).   In fact, in the reading of William Hutt  (1939), Keynes produced his results
by simply assuming away all optimizing and entrepreneurial behaviour on specific
markets, namely labor markets.   Similar charges were much later made against
Keynesian economics by new classical economists.  In the context of macroeconomic
modeling they invoked the general heuristic principle of banishing as far as possible
”free parameters”, that is, constraints or assumptions that had no obvious
foundation in choice theory (Lucas 1981, 1987).
Other well-known examples concern the (mis)uses in economics of the public
good nature of lighthouses, the externalities involved in decentralized production of
apples and honey, and the collective goods of fisheries and other non-exclusive
resources (Cowen 1988).  For example, the traditional categorization in economics of
lighthouses as pure public goods arguably stems from an unexamined assumption
that the enforcement of property rights for this particularly type of good would be
prohibitively costly.  In contrast, careful consideration of the full set of options
available to suppliers of lighthouse services revealed that sufficiently low-cost
means of enforcing (at least a significant subset of) the relevant property rights did
in fact exist —and were historically employed by alert entrepreneurs (Coase 1988).
The morale of this story is the by now well-known point that what are public goods,
etc. are dependent upon the structure of property rights (Demsetz 1964; Cowen
1985) - but that structure is to a large extent defined by alert entrepreneurs through
contractual innovations, innovations in enforcement methods, etc. Therefore,
11
neglecting such entrepreneurship easily leads to errorneous conclusions.  As
Stephen Cheung (1969a: 65) observed, economists have had a tendency to take “…
assertions of fact for granted, accepting claims of deficient contractual arrangements
without demanding evidence.”
Having provided some examples of how economists have made problematic
theoretical isolations by suppressing margins and entrepreneurship, we shall now
make a more careful attempt to clarify the meanings of these procedures.  There are
subtle differences between the two.10  However, both refer to different ways of
suppressing some costs and benefits that might be relevant to real-world decision
makers, carried out for the purpose of making modeling tractable and typically also
of producing certain outcomes from the model.
The procedure of ”suppressing margins” means that as part of modeling the
constraints that the agent faces, the modeler stipulates (not necessarily giving any
reasons) that the agent is prohibited from knowing or doing certain things which
might not be totally inaccessible to real world decision makers.  This is typically
accomplished by choosing extreme values for some variables. For example, as the
concept of asymmetric information is normally used in information economics, it
means that the costs on the part of non-informed agents of obtaining information
are effectively infinite – which they typically wouldn’t be to real-world decision-
makers.  This means that some actions — such as acquiring more information about
the actions of the agents — are prohibited ex ante, and a margin (how much
information to gather?) that would otherwise be relevant to real-world decision-
makers is suppressed.  However, in contrast, the agent is informed, and typically
perfectly informed (usually in a common knowledge sense), about all other
variables, and is allowed to take all the remaining margins (which are all supposed
to have been discovered already) fully into account.
                                                 
10 For example, while the suppression of margins does not necessarily imply the suppression of
entrepreneurship, the suppression of entrepreneurship must always involve the suppression of
some margins.
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Now, suppressing margins is not illegitimate per se; most economists engage in
that practice.11  For example, in his famous ”lemons” paper (Akerlof 1970), George
Akerlof clearly suppresses margins by assuming that buyers are completely
prohibited from knowing the quality of any specific car.   However, this doesn’t
mean that his story stops there.  Actually, he points out that the very reason for
conducting the analysis is to find out what may be the reason for alternative
institutional solutions - and not just one specific solution - to the adverse selection
problem, such as warranties, brand names and the like.  Thus, one may suppress
margins, provided room is left for the agents to invent around the problems caused
by suppressed margins.  As we see it, this open-end approach is characteristic of the
work of, for example, Harold Demsetz (1964, 1967), Stephen Cheung (1969a&b,
1983), and Yoram Barzel (1997).   Margins are suppressed in order to understand
how real-world agents may evolve various responses to interaction problems.
Not everybody takes such an approach.  As we have seen, in macroeconomics
and public policy debates, margins have been suppressed in order to justify certain
solutions (i.e., some sort of public intervention) to presumed market failures,
without inquiring into alternative institutional solutions.  Relatedly, modern
contract theorists, such as Oliver Hart (1995), suppress margins in order to explain a
certain institutional solution  (such as a certain type of ownership pattern), without
inquiring into alternative institutional solutions that may keep interaction problems
at bay (e.g., alternative contractual solutions).12 Per decision of the modeler, agents
are not allowed to surpass the problems caused by suppressed margins by evolving
new institutional solutions.  This is an example of ”suppressing entrepreneurship”.
                                                 
11 Moreover, the procedure of suppressing margins is not one that is specific to, say, mainstream
economists. For example, in evolutionary economics, where equilibrium is not necessarily a
feature of the model, theorists often suppress margins by assuming that all behavior is
routinized (e.g., Nelson and Winter 1982).   On the other hand, equilibrium may be a feature of a
model in which virtually no margins are suppressed, as in cooperative game theory or the work
of Yoram Barzel.  However, in this case, there may be many equilibria.
12 Furthermore, to these economists it is completely legitimate to suppress any margin if it can
somehow throw light on some contractual phenomenon.
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Whereas the suppression of margins refers to prohibiting the agent from
knowing or doing certain things within a given interaction structure (typically by
choosing extreme values for some variables), suppressing entrepreneurship rather
refers to prohibiting the agents from going beyond given interaction structures in an
attempt to remedy the problems caused by suppressed margins. Suppressing
entrepreneurship implies that agents are not allowed to imagine and implement
new institutional solutions to, for example, externality problems.  Because of such
restrictions, there may be value left in the public domain (Barzel 1997), that is to say,
unexploited profit opportunities.  However, agents are prohibited from capturing this
value as a matter of modeling convention (or, lack of imagination on the part of the
modeling economist).   Entrepreneurship becomes suppressed.
Theoretical Isolation, MIT Style Modeling, and Its Problems
Types of Isolation
The procedures of ”suppressing margins and entrepreneurship” are particular
instances of ”theoretical isolation,”that is, the procedure under which “… a limited
set of items is assumed to be isolated from the involvement or influence of the rest of
the world” (Mäki 1999: 4).  As Mäki (1999) further clarifies, along one dimension
theoretical isolation may be vertical (i.e., the particularities of items are abstracted
away so that something resembling a universal emerges) and/or horizontal (i.e.,
isolation at a given level of abstraction).  Along another dimension, it may be
internal (i.e., the system is isolated from influences from within the system) and/or
external (i.e., the system is isolated from items outside the system itself) (cf. also
Bhaskar 1978).
Needless to say, all economic reasoning makes use of various types of
isolations.  For example, economists may apply partial equilibrium analysis
(external isolation), suppress entrepreneurship (internal isolation), assume that
contract drafting costs are zero (horisontal isolation), or claim that the essence of all
economic organization is to align the incentives of the involved parties (vertical
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isolation).  Isolation may be brought about by “idealizing assumptions” that
explicitly mention an item, but either “nullifies” it (X = 0) or “stabilizes” it (dX/dt =
0). Or, isolation may be brought about by simply omitting an item (Mäki 1999).
Isolation is clearly indispensable to economic analysis.   Equally clearly, the sort of
specific isolations that economists adopt are root causes of controversy in
economics, as our earlier examples suggest.13
Although isolations are false statements about the world, they may be
defended in different ways, often reflecting a mixture of ontological and more
pragmatic considerations. For example, some isolations ”… may be based on
metaphysical considerations; they are made to exclude those aspects of the object
that are expected to be ontically peripheral or inessential” (Mäki 1994: 153).
Alternatively, isolations may be defended by pointing to the need for mathematical
tractability. Conversely, specific isolations may be attacked on both ontological and
pragmatic grounds; for example, it may be argued that a specific isolation excludes
some ontically essential feature, or that it hasn’t gone sufficiently far for the
argument to be put in formal terms.
“No-Fat” MIT Style Theory
With respect to the issue of rationalizing and defending specific isolations, it is
noteworthy that formal economists, including contract theorists, often view
modeling that proceeds in formal, mathematical terms as realizing both the need for
tractability and for capturing the essential aspects of a phenomenon. Eric
Rasmussen (1994: 3) characterizes an influential instantiation of this approach as
“MIT-style theory”, and explains that the
… heart of the approach is to discover the simplest assumptions needed to
generate an interesting conclusion – the starkest, barest, model that has the
desired result.  This desired result is the answer to some relatively narrow
question.
                                                 
13 Mäki (1999) is a study of the disputes surrounding transaction cost economics in these terms.
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Thus, MIT style theorizing follows a two-step procedure, where the theorist first
observes a stylized fact, and then finds a series of premises which together
mathematically imply the observed stylized fact.  As Camerer (1994: 208) observes,
such “… [n]o-fat modeling with game theory has swept the economics profession,”
and contract theory is certainly no exception to this; it is in fact completely cast
within the mold of MIT style theorizing.  For example, the analyst observes some
contracting practices and tailor-makes a game theoretic explanation that is as simple
as well possible.  In practice this means that it involves numerous, often very far-
reaching isolations.  Typically, such a ”stark and bare” model is a very stylized non-
cooperative game theory model, where everything (information partitions, Nature’s
move, etc.) is carefully laid down in the game’s protocol.  Modeling then means
working ”backwards” from the explanandum phenomenon to its explaining causes
in terms of such a ”stark and bare” model.
 Problems With MIT Style Modeling
While MIT style theorizing is now arguably the dominant mode of discourse
in formal economics, it is not completely uncontroversial (see also Camerer 1994).
On the most obvious level, no-fat models only provide sufficient, and not necessary,
explanations of an observed fact. Many other explanations may be possible.  Closely
related to this, explaining by means of no-fat models is, as it were, almost too easy,
so that bad explanations are as easy to construct as good ones (Camerer 1994: 211). 14
Another well-known problem with game theoretic no-fat modeling is the sensibility
of equilibria to a multitude of factors, such as information partitionings, the
sequence of moves, the number of players and so on.
A somewhat different critique ¾ more in line with the basic thrust of this
paper ¾ has to do with the character of the isolations that are typically performed in
no-fat modeling.  Although its proponents may argue that no-fat modeling is simply
                                                 
14  Others have made similar comments on related branches of modern economics.  Thus, Peltzman
(1991: 206) refers to the “… seeming inability of recent theory to lead to any powerful
generalization.  This is especially true in the area of game theory where this problem seems
beyond remediation.”  Modern contract theory is completely game theory-based.
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Occam’s razor in operation, critics may counter that the liposuction sometimes goes
too far, that is, the isolations typically involved in MIT style are simply too extreme.15
Some of these objections bring us back to the discussion earlier in this section of
how claims of what is essential (and inessential) influence theorizing.
Thus, it may be claimed that in many respects practicioners of MIT style
theorizing suppress what we know to be the essence of the economic problems facing
real word decision-makers.  Many economists of more heterodox stripes — such as
new institutionalists, evolutionary economists and Austrian economists — will
typically balk at the idea that everything but for a few variables is common
knowledge.  From these perspectives, discovery, learning and coping with problems
introduced by transaction costs constitute the essence of “the economic problem.”
In our view, these differences reflect rival views of the complex interplay
between reality and theorizing, rather than necessarily rival views of the nature of the
world.  Among other things, this involves different views of the starting points of
theorizing in economics.  Thus, practicioners of MIT style theorizing, including
contract theorists, explicitly begin from extremely stylized settings, such as the full
competitive model (Hart and Holmström 1987), and gradually introduces more and
more relaxing assumptions. This “de-isolation” typically proceeds in terms of the
construction of a string of loosely connected models where each model highlights the
effects of relaxing one or a very few assumptions (or of introducing a new explanatory
variable), keeping everything else intact.  Such an incremental change in the explanans
is typically designed to allow the theorist to adress a new explanandum phenomenon.16
                                                 
15  Please note the qualifier “typically.”  We don’t mean to imply that MIT style modeling, as least
as characterized by Rasmussen (1994), necessarily implies problematic isolations, such as
suppressing margins and suppressing entrepreneurship. However, since MIT style modeling
usually implies the construction of “on-off” models, where extreme values are assumed for a
great many variables, the suppression of margins and entrepreneurship tend to go naturally
with this kind of theorizing.
16 In contrast, new institutionalists and Austrians do not begin from extreme models in the same
way. Perhaps we may say that whereas to the formal economist, economics progresses by
means of incremental de-isolation relative to one well-defined model (i.e., the competitive
equilibrium model), to the Austrian or new institutionalist economist one rather begins from the
real world in its complexity and ask which and how many isolations are necessary for grasping
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In the following section, we shall see how a very influential group of
contemporary economists have started from an extremely model (competitive
equilibrium), applied the MIT modeling style, and have produced models that are
characterized by isolations that amount to suppressing margins and entrepreneurship.
Contract Theory
Contract theory is only a subset, albeit a large and significant one, of the modern
economics of organization, which also includes, for example, transaction cost
economics.  However, because of the heterogeneity of the various streams in the
modern economics of organization, we here concentrate on the relatively homogenous
subset of contract theory.
Common to contract theories is that they are partial equilibrium models,
examine small-scale interaction, focus on (explicit and implicit) contracting relations,
use non-cooperative game theory, assume Bayesian behavior, and use perfect
Bayesian equilibria as the relevant solution concept. Although contract theories are
partial equilibrium theories, and although they emphasize bilateral aspects of
transactions, they have a foundation in general equilibrium theory (and perhaps in its
mechanism design ramifications), both historically and conceptually (Guesnerie 1992).
In a sense, the Arrow-Debreu model is a contractual model with the specific property
that it demonstrates the conditions that must obtain for all problems of organization to
be trivial (in the sense that ownership is of no consequence).   The recognition in the
1960s that all Arrow-Debreu states of nature may not be observable (rather, verifiable)
formed the basis for work on moral hazard (hence, incentive contracts), and the
situation in which states of nature are known to agents, but not to the auctioneer,
formed the basis for work on adverse selection (hence, revealing contracts).
It is therefore not surprising that modern contract theorists very explicitly see
their work as ”… a natural way to enrich and amend the idealized competitive model
                                                                                                                                            
the essence of some phenomenon (Coase 1981), using extreme models as no more than reference
points.
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in an attempt to fit the evidence better” (Hart and Holmström 1987: 71).   More
specifically, analysis has usually started out from an ex ante competitive equilibrium
setting, for the reason that this reduces “… market forces to simple constraints on
expected utilities [which] greatly facilitates equilibrium analysis” (Hart and
Holmström 1987: 74) of the contracting problem.   For example, reservation utilities are
given rather than endogeneous to the analysis.  Given this, contracting can be reduced
to an “optimization” problem, whereas the introduction of, say, imperfect competition
broadens the problem to one of “equilibrium” analysis, that is, many more
interdependent variables now have to be taken into account.  Given this overall
characterization, a first rough classification is to distinguish between complete and
incomplete contract theories.  The former category includes principal-agent theories
(Salanié 1996) and the latter one includes the new property rights theories (Hart
1995).17  We here very briefly summarize these different modeling strategies.
Under complete contracting, the contracting agents can (costlessly) write a
contract that describes their actions given all the future contingencies that may
influence their contractual relation.18  In this context, there may be failure to reach
the first-best outcome because of asymmetric information and different risk-
preferences, but given these constraints (and a specification of the parties’
bargaining power), there is a determinate preferred outcome, on which the parties
can coordinate without any problems.
Under incomplete contracting, in contrast, some contingencies are left out of
contracts for whatever reasons, such as information costs, the limitations of natural
language, etc.  Or, while it may be possible for partners to agree on contract terms,
these may not be enforceable by a third party, such as a court (i.e., are “non-
                                                 
17 “New” to distinguish these theories from the “older” property rights theories associated with
Coase, Alchian, Demsetz et al. See Foss and Foss (1999) for a comparison of the new and the old
property rights theories.
18 However, although all contingencies can be specified, the court may not be able to verify some
contingencies or outcomes.  The parties may therefore not be able to condition performance on
every relevant contingency.  However, under complete contracting, all payments and actions
can be specified ex ante.
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verifiable”).19  In these cases, it may not be possible to sustain the first-best outcome,
that is, the one that unambiguously maximizes joint-surplus.  Since complete
contingent contracts cannot be written, parties to a contract may find it necessary to
renegotiate their contracts after the contract has been signed, either because they
encounter states of nature about which the contract is silent or where the contract
specifies inefficient terms.  In the Grossman-Hart-Moore version of this idea, it is
assumed that the outcome of the renegotiation process can be foreseen at the time of
drafting contracts and that the process does not involve costly bargaining - hence, will
be efficient.  Nevertheless, the very fact of the possibility of renegotiation may be
sufficient to cause inefficient levels of investment in relation-specific assets.
This directs analytical attention to property rights, or more precisely residual
control rights, that is, the rights to control the use of assets in states of nature that
are not described in the contract.  The interest then centers on which pattern of
ownership rights leads to the most efficient outcome.  This depends on the
characteristics of the involved assets (e.g., whether they are complementary), on
whose assets are most important to the joint surplus, and on who is most responsive
to incentives, since ownership by one of the parties will attenuate the incentives of
the other party. The bottom-line is that the efficient ownership arrangements
primarily turn on the trade-off between incentives for the buyer and the seller.
The Grossman-Hart-Moore property rights approach has recently given rise to
substantial debate within contract theory.20  For example, it has been argued that
property rights are not always necessary for reaching efficient outcomes, but that
                                                 
19 More precisely, incomplete contracting obtains if performance of the original terms of
agreement leaves gains from trade unrealized given the information available to the parties to
the contract at the time performance takes place (Masten 1998).  Incomplete contracting implies
that some actions and payments will have to be determined ex post. The difference between
complete and incomplete contracting also has to do with the role of the court.  In complete
contracting theories, courts are assumed to enforce the original agreement, and ordering is
efficacious, even if all information may not be available to the court.  This is in contrast to the
incomplete contracting approach where the incompleteness of contracts introduces
opportunities for recontracting and where court enforcement of the original terms would leave
gains from trade unrealized given the information available to courts at the time performance
takes place.
20 Thus, it has been the subject of a recent Clarendon lecture (Hart 1995), a Walras-Bowley lecture
(Tirole 1998) and a whole issue of the Review of Economic Studies (Vol. 66, no.1, 1999).
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various mechanisms that do not imply a re-allocation of property rights and which
are actually employed by real- world agents (say, options contracts) can handle the
problems of unverifiable contract terms.  Thus, one comes back to the complete
contracting (principal-agent) tradition (Tirole 1999; Maskin and Tirole 1999a&b).
Relatedly, there has been some uneasiness about the supposedly less rigorous and
more ad hoc type of modeling that characterizes the incomplete contracts literature
relative to the principal-agent literature (Maskin and Tirole 1999a&b).  Although
these disputes surely center around specific isolations, they are internal, highly
technical, and do not involve a significant subset of the isolations actually made by
contract theorists.  In the following we shall take more of the outsider’s view, and
critically scrutinize what we consider to be key problematic isolations of contract
theory.
Suppressing Margins and Entrepreneurship
in Contract Theory
In this section we address specific methods of isolation in contract theory,
concentrating on how margins and entrepreneurship are suppressed.  As we shall
see, most of the problematic isolations of contract theory are horizontal ones.21
Moreover, the specific form many of these isolations take result in what may be
called “on-off” models, in which margins are either completely suppressed or
completely open to agents (e.g., agents are either perfectly informed or not informed
at all, property rights are either perfectly enforced or not enforced at all, contracts
are either fully verifiable or completely non-verifiable, etc.). There is seldom
anything in-between these extreme possibilities.  As we further argue, this results in
models that provide often one-sided views of contractual arrangements, including
the firm.  Moreover, we suggest that contract theory models are often not robust, in
                                                 
21 However, what we call “suppressing entrepreneurship” is arguably an “internal isolation.”
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the sense that their outcomes are extremely sensitive to the specific isolations that
are adopted.22
Coordination, Equilibrium and Process
The essence of economic organization is usually taken to be to obtain some
sort of coordination, for example, to align the plans of cooperating parties in the face
of volatility.  However, the coordination problems that are treated in contract theory
are very narrow, at least when compared to the coordination problems that interest
Austrians and new institutionalists.  This relates to both what may be called the
“scope” and “form” of coordination problems.  With respect to the scope of
coordination problems, contract theorists only consider incentive-conflict problems
(whereas other type of coordination problems are possible, Foss 1999).  With respect
to the form of coordination problems, modern contract theory is fundamentally an
equilibrium theory; in fact, it utilizes specific game theoretical (Bayesian) equilibrium
concepts that involve very strong assumptions about agents’ coordinative
capabilities.  Coordination takes place by means of pure ratiocination, and there is
no mention of discovery, trial-and-error learning and the like.23
Thus, from a Austrian and new institutionalist perspective, contract theory
makes questionable horizontal isolations with respect to the set of coordination
problems that are considered.  Contract theorists defend these specific isolations by
arguing that non-incentive coordination problems have no bearing on issues of
economic organization (Hart 1995) and that process aspects are “unimportant
subcomponents” of the model and can therefore be treated “in a cursory way”
(Rasmussen 1994: 3).  For example, ex post bargaining processes may safely be
“blackboxed,” as when theorists (e.g., Grossman and Hart 1986) simply assert that
certain bargaining solutions (say, Nash) will obtain (Kreps 1996; Aghion,
Dewatripont and Rey 1994).  However, this may be very problematic when the
                                                 
22 Which is a point that has also been raised by some contract theory insiders, for example, Maskin
and Tirole (1999b), Aghion, Dewatripont and Rey (1994), and Nöldeke and Schmidt (1995).
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conclusions of the model are not robust to alternative conceptualizations of the
bargaining process, as seems to be the case in the new property rights approach.24
Furthermore, process issues and (other) issues of bounded rationality are hard
to reasonably  suppress to the extent that they crucially influence agents’ choice of
contractual forms, as Williamson (1996, 1998) has argued.  In his work, there is more
to integration than simply the concentration of ownership rights (as in the new
property rights approach).  For example, as his work on the M-form corporation
illustrates, one advantage of organization in this view is that it can economize on
bounded rationality by making members specialize in collecting and processing
different types of information and that it allows for sequential, adaptive decision-
making (Williamson 1985).
Isolations Relating to Knowledge and Rationality
Contract theory makes a number of strong horizontal isolations with respect to
what is assumed about the knowledge that agents possess.  For example, in the new
property rights approach it is often assumed that although certain actions (say,
investments) or objects may be fully observable by the contracting parties, they are
not verifiable to a third party, such as a court; therefore, the contract is left
incomplete.  However, while it seems to be reasonable to assume that many things
may be hard (i.e., costly) to verify to courts, why assume that some things are
completely verifiable, whereas other things are completely unverifiable?  The effect of
this on-off approach is to suppress those ways in which contracting parties may try
to make some actions or things more verifiable to courts.25   Therefore, it is not
                                                                                                                                            
23 Thus, agents are assumed to be able to coordinate on any desired gameform and equilibrium
thereof, subject to constraints such as attitudes to risk, incentive trade-offs, bargaining power,
and asymmetric information.
24 For example, Aghion, Dewatripont and Rey  (1994) show that adopting a specification of the ex
post bargaining (renegotiation) process that differs from that assumed by Grossman and Hart
(1986) or Hart and Moore (1990) by allocating all bargaining power to one of the parties and
specifying a default point if renegotiation breaks down completely eliminates the crucial
underinvestment result.  See also Nöldeke and Schmidt (1995).
25 It is quite hard to think of actions or things that are 100 % unverifiable.  Hart (1995: 37-8) himself
supplies the example of his own contract with Oxford University Press in which the quality
level of the book is not specified, because, Hart asserts, that level is essentially unverifiable.  But
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considered either exactly how much verifiability can be allowed for in order to
produce the predictions of the theory.
Principal-agent theory is characterized by a similar on-off approach with
respect to knowledge isolations.  For example, in the generic set-up, the agent and the
principal are both equipped with full and common knowledge of the set of actions that
the agent are allowed by the modeller to engage in.  The principal is ignorant about
the precise effort level of the agent and the realization of a stochastic variable
impinging on the output.  This is a suppression of a relevant margin. Moreover,
compared to real-world decision-makers, the principal is actually even more ignorant,
since he is (at least in the generic model) prohibited from discovering other margins on
which to govern the relationship, for example, engaging in some sort of direct
monitoring.  However, this eliminates entrepreneurship.26
Such ignorance with respect to a few relevant variables contrasts with the strong
cognitive powers that are in fact otherwise routinely ascribed to agents in contract
theory.   These powers are perhaps particularly striking and paradoxical in the context
of the literature on contractual incompleteness (Grossman and Hart 1986; Hart 1995).
Formal incomplete contract theorists sometimes flirt with bounded rationality (e.g.,
Hart 1995: 81), but the don’t take it very seriously.27  Not only are the agents in a
contractual relation symmetrically and perfectly informed; they are also assumed to be
able to foresee the pay-offs from their relation, even if they don’t know at all the
physical characteristics of the good they are trading and even if unforeseen
                                                                                                                                            
is it really?  Why couldn’t OUP or the court draw on expert witnesses, for example, Professor
Hart’s colleagues, for ascertaining the quality of the manuscript in a possible court case?  For a
critique of the “observable but not verifiable” assumption that is so critical to incomplete
contract theory, see Tirole (1988).
26 From a new institutionalist perspective, Furubotn and Richter (1997: 442) also criticize modern
contract economics on the grounds that it portrays decision-makers as having “… split
economic personalities. They are perfectly informed about some matters yet completely
ignorant about others”.  Although one may question the use of the concept of “personality”
here, Furubotn and Richter’s point is essentially the one that has been made in the preceding
paragraphs.  Furubotn and Richter argue that this dichotomous quality is related to the neglect
of bounded rationality in contract theory, or, if bounded rationality is allowed into the analysis,
the rationality of agents is only bounded with respect to some variables but not to others (see
also Kreps 1996 and Brousseau and Fares 1998).
27 One notable exception is Anderlini and Felli (1994).
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contingencies occur.28  Thus, the parties to a contract can correctly anticipate the
distribution of utility – although they cannot describe the sources of that utility.  This
sort of inconsistency is a reflection of the inconsistent assumption that agents are only
boundedly rational with respect to some variables and not to others (cf. Furubotn and
Richter 1997: 446).
Transaction Cost Isolations
It is possible to distinguish between principal-agent and new property rights
theories on the basis of the kind of horizontal isolations they make with respect to
transaction costs.29  Thus, in principal-agent theories, the relevant transaction cost is
the loss in welfare relative to the first-best that is caused by the cost of observing effort
being infinitely large, while the costs of writing (complete!) contracts are taken to be
zero.  In new property rights theories, on the other hand, there are no monitoring costs
(or other information costs), while the costs of writing complete contracts are infinitely
large.  Thus, the two theories are extreme mirror images with respect to the transaction
costs they consider.
Property Rights Isolations
According to the new property rights perspective, ownership rather than
contractual means may be solutions to problems caused by specific investments.  More
precisely, ownership should be associated with the residual right to decide over asset
uses in those situations that are not covered by contract (hence, contracting is
                                                 
28 Of course, the motivation for this assumption is that otherwise the whole theory threathens to
fall apart. As Moore (1992: 180) comments: “If parties cannot foresee certain events, let alone
anticipate how surplus would be divided in the event of renegotiation, then how is this likely to
affect the size and nature of their specific investments?.”  However, Maskin and Tirole (1999a)
point out that there is a tension between the assumption of dynamic programming and the
presence of transaction costs.  If agents can in fact perform dynamic programming, then
transaction costs (of describing actions or the nature of goods in advance) will not restrict the set
of outcomes that contracts can implement.
29 However, it should be mentioned that formal contract theorists are rather reluctant to use the
term “transaction costs,” presumably because it is considered too imprecise (or even irrelevant,
see Maskin and Tirole 1999a).  This is somewhat ironic, given that much early work on
transaction costs took place in formal theory, namely general equilibrium theory (e.g., work on
monetary economies, sequence economies, etc.) (see Klaes 1999 for a fine historical survey of the
emergence of the concept of transaction costs).
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incomplete).   The value of ownership derives from its being a bargaining chip in these
situations, because it is common knowledge what is the value of (human and physical)
assets in alternative (second-best) uses.  The interest centers on finding those
allocations of ownership that maximizes surplus.
However, as we have argued in more detail elsewhere (Foss and Foss 1999)
many of the specific claims and implications that can be found in the new property
rights approach are dependent on the suppression of some margins that would be
relevant to real-world decision-makers.  Most fundamentally new property rights
theorists consistently do not make the important distinction between legal rights and
economic rights.  Barzel (1994: 394) provides a convenient summing-up of the
economic concept of property rights30:
... as an individual’s net valuation, in expected terms, of the ability to
directly consume the services of the asset, or to consume it indirectly
through exhange. A key word is ability: The definition is concerned not
with what people are legally entitled to do but with what they believe
they can do.
“Ability” thus refers to, among other things, the costs and benefits of monitoring
and enforcing one’s rights.  Clearly, ability in this sense may exist in different
degrees to different decision-makers.  In fact, there is likely to be a continuum of
abilities, as determined by the nature of the assets and the exercise of
entrepreneurship in the development of enforcement technology, contractual
solutions and so on.
The issue of a distribution of abilities does not arise in the new property rights
approach, since ability is taken to be perfect or it is not existent at all.   Specifically,
residual rights of control (i.e., ownership rights) are supposed to be completely
backed-up by the legal system, including the courts (thus resulting in full abilities).
                                                 
30 Earlier, Mises (1936: 27) pointed out that ownership refers to “the power to use economic
goods”, that “… ownership is the having of the goods which the economic aims of men require”,
and that “… the economic significance of the legal should have lies only in the support it lends to
the acquisition, the maintenance and the regaining of the natural having”.
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However, other rights (in the Barzel sense of these) are assumed to be completely
outside the reach of the courts; otherwise there wouldn’t be any hold-ups,
inefficient investment, etc.  It is therefore not recognized in the context of the new
property rights theory that no property rights are fully enforceable, and that are
rights are enforceable in different degrees, for example, because of different
monitoring (Barzel 1997).  Thus, important margins are suppresed in the new
property rights theory.
 In fact, appropriation of rights will take place whenever there are costs of
detecting appropriation, of taking precautionary measures against appropriation,
and of verifying that appropriation has taken place to a third party.  This means that
solutions may change if one “frees” some of the margins that are suppressed in the
model.  For example, elsewhere we begin from the setting normally considered in
the new property rights approach – namely a bilateral contracting setting with
unverifiable human capital investments and complementary physical assets – and
opened a margin by allowing the contracting parties to choose how much care they
want to exercise when they operate the physical assets in the relation (Foss and Foss
1999).  In this case, it may sometimes maximize joint surplus if the agent whose
human capital investments matter least to joint surplus is given ownership rights.
This is because giving him the ownership to the asset improves his incentives to
treat it in a careful way, and thus eliminates the need for monitoring.   The resources
saved on reduced monitoring may swamp the loss from a hold-up.
Defending Contract Theory
In the preceding sections, we have criticized a number of specific contract theory
idealizations on various grounds, for example, that they are ad hoc, contrary to how
reasonable agents placed in similar circumstances would act, mean that contract
theory models are not robust, etc.   Many other, perhaps more general, critiques are
possible, for example, that contract theory models make exorbitant demands on the
cognitive powers of individuals (e.g., Kreps 1996) or even that they are flatly
inconsistent in only admitting bounded rationality or transaction costs to enter the
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model with respect to select variables (e.g., Furubotn and Richter 1996).   However, we
here disregard the latter types of critique.
There is at least one defence against our charges that a contract theorist may
adopt and which is both obvious and strong.  This is to defend the specific
idealizations adopted in a specific model by arguing that each model highlights the
consequences of some transaction cost, and that the full ensemble of contract theory
models ¾ the theory ¾ adds up to a good approximation to the different real-world
implications of the existence of different types of transaction costs.   For example,
when confronted with a critique of the basic principal-agent model that effort cannot
be observed by the principal, an agency theorist may adopt the defence that there are
models of performance measurement (see Pendergast 1999) or models in which
information search is explicitly featured (e.g., Aghion and Tirole 1997).  Thus, one
should simply shift from a model with a completely uninformed principal to a model
in which the principal is informed, for example, by a noisy signal.  Taken together,
these different agency models provide a good approximation to real world agency
problems.
Strong as it is, there are nevertheless still problems left with this defence.  On the
obvious level, notice that the defence amounts to defending one model characterized
by suppressed margins and entrepreneurship by pointing to the existence of another
model that exhibits the same feature,31 and the starting point of the whole critique was
the problematic nature of suppressing margins and entrepreneurship.   A perhaps
deeper problem, however, is that various partial contract theory models are not likely
to be additive in the sense of the would-be defender of contract theory.  For example,
the solution to contractual problems proposed within principal-agent theory may not
be robust to the inclusion of assumptions from new property rights theory and vice
versa.  Thus, if contract drafting costs (a feature of new property rights models) are
allowed into principal-agent models, it may well be that the costs of drafting the
                                                 
31 Peltzman’s (1991: 207) acerbic comment on game theoretic new industrial organization is
tempting to quote here: “… the production of new models and tidying up of old ones seem to be
the major goals of this research enterprise.  The uninitiated observer faced with this long march
of models soon begins groping for motivation to stay to the end of the parade”.
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complete, second-best contractual solution to the principal-agent problem may be so
large that they swamp the benefits of doing so, producing a different contractual
outcome (Cheung 1969b).  Or, more generally, various transaction costs are likely to be
interdependent, so that, for example, there is an inverse relation between ex ante
contract drafting costs and ex post enforcement costs.  Such interdependency effects are
likely to be reflected in contractual outcomes in non-trivial ways.32  Therefore, the
particular horizontal isolations with respect to transaction costs that are adopted in
contract theory cannot easily be defended by arguing that, taken together, partial
models provide the full picture.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have contrasted what we think is a basic worldview and a view of
theorizing in economics that are shared by Austrians and new institutionalist with
the modeling strategies pursued in modern contract theory.  More specifically, we
asserted that Austrians and new institutionalists begin from a view of the economy
as fraught with ignorance and transaction costs, and ask how many and which
isolations are necessary for grasping the essence of some phenomenon. When they
allow for the existence of ignorance, bounded rationality and transaction costs, they
insist that these should be generally allowed for.  Although the role of extreme
models, such as the competitive equilibrium model, is in no way prohibited by these
economists, they are hardly seen as starting points for analysis per se; rather, they
simply state the conditions that must obtain for a number of real world institutions
to be of no si gnificance.33
In contrast, modern contract theorists begin (historically and logically) from an
extreme model, namely the competitive equilibrium model.  Work in contract
                                                 
32 To be fair, it should be mentioned that contract theorists are not necessarily blind to this (cf.
Holmström and Milgrom 1994).  However, models that incorporate interdependency effects are
very few.
33 In a sense, they can of course still be starting points, namely by raising puzzles.
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economics may thus broadly be described as “de-isolating” this model in various
ways, so as to bring it closer to reality (Hart and Holmström 1987).  This type of
work is often referred to as “no fact MIT style theory” (Rasmussen 1984), and is
taken by its proponents to be rigorous and capable of grasping essential aspects of
economic reality.  As we have seen, however, the result of this modeling strategy is
to produce “on-off” models, in which margins are either completely suppressed or
completely open to agents (e.g., agents are either perfectly informed or not informed
at all, property rights are either perfectly enforced or not enforced at all, contracts
are either fully verifiable or completely non-verifiable, etc.).  There is seldom
anything in-between these extreme possibilities, a result of the specific way in
which contract theorists horizontally isolate.
This produces arbitrary, non-robust models that suppress margins and
entrepreneurship and which provide often one-sided views of contractual
arrangements, including the firm.34   For example, ownership is only seen as a
matter of supplying agents with bargaining chips (Hart 1995).  However, ownership
may arise for many other reasons, some of them speculative.  Thus, an agent may
acquire ownership rights to some asset because ownership confers flexibility
advantages in the face of transaction costs that have nothing to do with the hold-up
threat.  As Littlechild (1986: 35) argued, it may pay to buy, say, the field at the
bottom of one’s garden from one’s neighbour, if one takes into account “… that he
may discover some new uses for the field that I haven’t yet thought of, but would
find objectionable.”  Or, an entrepreneur may acquire ownership rights to some
asset, because the contract law prohibits him from realizing speculative gains
(caused by movements in relative prices) from the unspecified quantity clauses of
some long-term contract.  However, in the context of modern contract theory, these
possibilities are not considered, since here
                                                 
34 Hart and Holmström (1987: 105) noted the “extreme sensitivity” of optimal incentive schemes
to, for example, slight changes in the relation between actual performance and verifiable
information.  But the discovery of the un-robust nature of contract theory models goes back at
least to Mirrlees (1974), a paper that prompted more than a decade of research on how the
optimal contract depends on, for example, the specific form of the utility function.
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… there is no room for the entrepreneurial discovery process not only in
the sense that no opportunities for pure profit can possibly exist, but also
in the sense that the model precludes all Knightian uncertainty that might
affect the character of the individual decision (Kirzner 1997: 70).
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